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The WPA CAP section has several goals for the three-year term. 

 

1. Prof. Helen Herrman is the new WPA President.  Girls’ and young women’s mental health is a 

major focus of her WPA presidency. The WPA CAP section aims to become one of the key 

supporters in implementing the Presidential Initiative.  

2. Worldwide, there are more than 2.2 billion children.  For the nearly 2 billion of these children 

who live in developing countries, mental health and developmental disorders remain one of 

the leading causes of the global burden of disease and years lived with disability. The WPA CAP 

section will work with all countries and will place a special focus on developing countries on all 

continents.  

3. The “mal-distribution” of child and adolescent psychiatrists occurs on multiple levels: between 

countries, between rural and urban communities, and between private and public sectors of 

care.  The WPA CAP section will pay special attention to trainees and early career child and 

adolescent psychiatrists, for whom the section aims to coordinate brief research and 

management training courses. 

4. Not many WPA sections – in fact only one or two – have organized their own conferences or 

meetings. The WPA CAP section is considering organizing its own forum in the upcoming 

triennium.   

5. World Child and Adolescent Psychiatry has received offers from several leading publishing 

companies to become an open access peer-reviewed journal. While financial offers from the 

publishing companies might be attractive, we fully realize that going open access (with 



associated fees) would prevent our collaborators from low income and developing countries 

from publishing in our journal. Also, there is presently no lack of open access journals, and 

World of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry has already found its own place in the world. 

However, we do plan on some changes. We will review the journal’s editorial board, and we 

will invite new people to join it. We will aim to update the journal’s appearance. 

6. Currently, all information about the section can be accessed via WPA.org. At times, it has been 

challenging to update the information on the central website. The WPA CAP section aims to 

have a simple but dynamic own website.  Like only a few other WPA sections, we will have two 

communication outlets. 

7. WPA has 18 Zonal Representatives. For the past six years, the WPA CAP section has also 

appointed several zonal representatives. Some of them were active, and some were less active. 

The new WPA CAP council has already initiated appointment of new zonal representatives. 

8. The WPA CAP section will facilitate and coordinate WPA CAP sessions at the WPA international 

and national mental health conferences and meetings. 

9. The WPA CAP section also aims to co-sponsor a new textbook on pediatric consultation-liaison 

Psychiatry from a global perspective.    

10. And last but not least, the WPA CAP section remains open for new initiatives coming from our 

members or colleagues who wish to become members of the section. 

 

 


